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Chapitre 1

Introduction
Our day-to-day lives increasingly depend upon information and our ability to manipulate it
securely. That is, in a way that prevents malicious elements to subvert the available information
for their own benefits. This requires solutions based on cryptographic systems (primitives and protocols). Shannon’s early work in the 1940’s already showed that perfect (unconditional) security
is difficult to achieve in practice. Three decades later (1976), Diffie and Hellman invented publickey cryptography, coined the notion of one-way functions and discussed the relationship between
cryptography and complexity theory. Shortly after (Rabin 1979), the first cryptosystem with a
reductionist security proof appeared. The next breakthrough towards formal proofs of security
is the adoption (notably by Goldwasser, Micali, Goldreich and Rivest) of computational theory
for the purpose of rigorously defining the security of cryptographic schemes. In this framework, a
system is provably secure if there is a poly-time reduction proof from a hard problem to an attack
against the security of the system. A user of this framework must specify how an arbitrary, probabilistic, poly-time adversary attacker can interact with legitimate users and must specify what the
attacker should achieve in order to break the cryptosystem. The provable security framework has
been later refined into the exact (also called concrete) security framework where better estimates
of the computational complexity of attacks is achieved. Beyond the verification of cryptographic
systems and constructions, research in the area of provable and exact security investigates the
relationship between different security notions and security models.
Provable cryptography has become a very active field of research well represented in top cryptographic conferences, and cryptographic schemes, including standards, are increasingly supported
by correctness proofs. Yet, there is a problem with cryptographic proofs, as expressed by Shai Helevi in [68] : Do we have a problem with cryptographic proofs ? Yes, we do. The problem is that
as a community, we generate more proofs than we carefully verify (and as a consequence some of
our published proofs are incorrect). Alexander Dent [64] has even stronger words : ... cryptographers are only just beginning to develop the mathematical rigor that they need in order to be able
to produce algorithms and protocols in which one can have true confidence. J. Stern et al. write
in [81] : ...the use of provable security is more subtle than it appears, and flaws in security proofs
themselves might have devastating effect on the trustworthiness of cryptography. Unfortunately,
flaws in security proofs are not that seldom (cf.[81, 54]).
Our aim is to develop general computer-aided tools for verifying cryptographic systems with
strong correctness guarantees. Our tools should have the following characteristics :
1. Support the provable and exact security frameworks.
2. Be reasonably automated.
3. Be applicable to realistic systems. We target three application areas : password-based group
key exchange protocols, computationally sound type systems for information flow and watermarking algorithms.
4. Put emphasis on proof checkability and certification. This is in order to increase the trustworthiness in developed proofs.
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Challenges to be addressed
The success of our project will depend on mastering the following key challenges.
Probabilistic language and semantics for cryptographic proofs We need to develop a
programming language that allows to describe the cryptographic systems to be verified. As cryptographic systems usually involve randomness and probabilistic behavior the language has to be
probabilistic. But the language has to be more complex than a simple probabilistic language as
it must allow the description of games that specify the interaction between adversaries and the
systems. Therefore we shall address the following issues :
1. An adversary can be seen as a black-box that has access to some oracles. The latter may
depend on secret keys. Hence, the language has to include variables that refer to unspecified
code that has access to oracles. The language has also to include means for specifying access
policies to the system variables.
2. Cryptosystems may involve concurrency as many agents and even many instances of the same
agent may be running the system. Clearly, interleaving-based semantics is not appropriate for
security proofs. There are essentially two possible views : the system is a set of communicating
processes and the adversary controls the scheduling of both processes and messages. Or, the
system consists of one sequential process, namely the adversary, who has access to some
state-full oracles. Obviously, the choice will largely affect the shape of the proofs we will get
as well as the degree of automation we can reach.
3. Since we need to support reductionist proofs that involve the construction of (possibly)
poly-time probabilistic programs, the question of how such resource bounded computations
can be characterized affects the reachable degree of proof automation. Indeed, reductionist
proofs involve the proof obligation that consists in showing that the reduction is bounded
under the assumption that adversary is bounded.
Formalization of security properties A key issue toward building and popularizing automated tools for the verification of cryptosystems is the development of canonical definitions of widely
used security properties. In particular, we should draw a clear picture of the landscape of existing
computational non-interference definitions. The same holds for properties we expect a group key
exchange protocol or the properties a watermarking system should satisfy. More generally, we need
to define and study observational equivalences of probabilistic systems that include adversaries.
Proof theory Verification of cryptosystems needs the development of a specific verification
theory that has to include the following proof activities :
– Invariants. We need to develop abstract high-level reasoning about distributions defined by
probabilistic programs. Typically, we need to prove invariants that state the independence
of some random variables. For instance, we want to be able to compositionally show that a
given probabilistic program preserves indistinguishability of distributions.
– Semantics preserving program transformations. As stated by Shai Halevi [68] many
steps in a cryptographic proof boil down to ”code motion” or more generally to program
optimization. We should, however, not forget how many heads has the beast we are dealing
with : probabilistic behavior, unspecified code, oracles, concurrency etc... Thus, we need to
specify and prove correctness of code optimization for cryptoprograms.
– Cryptography-based program transformations. A different kind of step in a cryptographic proof are reduction proofs. In such steps, we want to establish a property by reducing
from a cryptographic or number theoretic assumption such as prime number factoring, RSA,
CDH or DDH. At the heart of such proof step, we have the construction of a probabilistic
program that uses a set of programs as black-boxes. One of the proof obligations that need to
be discharged is that the constructed program runs in poly-time. Consequently, complexity
definitions and reasoning need to be captured by our tools and formalizations.
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– Asymptotic reasoning. An other feature that distinguishes cryptoproofs is that the reasoning about probabilities may be asymptotic. A typical security property states that for
any adversary the probability of an attack is ultimately negligible. This is an asymptotic notion. An alternative to asymptotic is to work within the concrete (also called exact) security
framework. The aim is here to give more precise bounds on the probability of attacks. This
is indeed preferable. But asymptotic reasoning might be useful first to get a simple proof of
correctness that can be refined into a concrete proof. We need to formalize both types of
reasoning and we need to develop proof strategies that allow to refine an asymptotic proof
into an exact one without repeating all proof steps.

4

Chapitre 2

WPs
The Scalp project is organized into five work-packages. We briefly recall their purpose and
describe our results so far, and/or research topics for each one :

2.1

WP1

This WP aims at defining both a language and its semantics for representing random computations that will be used for modeling randomized algorithms.
We have chosen to base our framework on the Why software verification framework. This
tool provides both a syntax for writing imperative programs together with annotations, and an
enriched weakest least conditions transformer to generate conditions verifications aimed to be
given to various provers assistants (Coq, PVS, HOL*,..) or automatic provers as well (Simplify,
CVC Lite, etc.).
This tool has already been successfully extended to C programs (Caduceus) and Java programs
(Krakatoa).
Yet, several issues had to be adressed toward our end :
– extend the frontend to deal with randomized programs ;
– allow for new atomic predicates specific to such programs ;
– extend the internal representation (monads with effects) for the enriched syntax ;
– generate condition verifications accordingly ;
– provide accordingly a pure fonctional intepretation for the new programs.
All these issues have been adressed during the Scalp project in the following papers [44, 47, 48, 43]
and the intermediate Sclap reports.
In the following, we present some of the main features of our language.

2.1.1

Games as programs

The essence of code-based cryptographic proofs is to express in a unified semantic framework
games, hypotheses, and results. This semanticist perspective allows a precise specification of the
interaction between the adversary and the challenger in a game, and to readily answer questions
as : Which oracles does the adversary have access to ? Can the adversary read/write this variable ?
How many queries the adversary can make to a given oracle ? What is the length of a bitstring
returned by the adversary ? Can the adversary repeat a query ? Furthermore, other notions such
as probabilistic polynomial-time complexity or termination fit naturally in the same framework
and complete the specification of adversaries and games.
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The pWhile language
Games are formalized in pWhile, a probabilistic imperative language with procedure calls.
Given a set V of variable identifiers, a set P of procedure identifiers, a set E of expressions, and a
set D of distribution expressions, the set of commands can be defined inductively by the clauses :
I

C

::=
|
|
|
|
::=
|

V←E
$ D
V←
if E then C else C
while E do C
V ← P(E, . . . , E)
nil
I; C

assignment
random sampling
conditional
while loop
procedure call
nop
sequence

Rather than adopting the above definition, we impose that programs in pWhile are typed. Thus,
x ← e is well-formed only if the types of x and e coincide, and if e then c1 else c2 is well-formed
only if e is a boolean expression. In practice, we assume that variables and values are typed, and
define a dependently typed syntax of programs. An immediate benefit of using dependent types
is that the type system of Coq ensures for free the well-typedness of expressions and commands.
Although the formalization is carefully designed for being extensible w.r.t. user-defined types and
operators (and we do exploit this in practice), it is sufficient for the purpose of this paper to
consider an instance in which values are booleans, bitstrings, natural numbers, pairs, lists, and
elements of a cyclic group. Similarly, we instantiate D so that values can be uniformly sampled
from the set of booleans, natural intervals of the form [0..n], and bitstrings of a certain length. It is
important to note that the formalization of expressions is not restricted to many-sorted algebra :
we make a critical use of dependent types to record the length of bitstrings.
Definition 1 (Program). A program consists of a command and an environment, which maps a
procedure identifier to its declaration, consisting of its formal parameters, its body, and a return
expression (we use an explicit return when writing games, though),
def

decl = {params : list V; body : C; re : E} .
The environment specifies the type of the parameters and the return expression, so that procedure
calls are always well-typed.
In a typical formalization, the environment will map procedures to closed commands, with the
exception of the adversaries whose code is unknown, and thus modeled by variables of type C. This
is a standard trick to deal with uninterpreted functions in a deep embedding. In the remainder of
this section we assume an environment E implicitly given.
We let ci range over C ; xi over V ; ei over E ; di over D ; and Gi over programs. The operator
⊕ denotes the bitwise exclusive or on bitstrings of equal length, and k the concatenation of two
bitstrings.
Operational semantics
Programs in pWhile are given a small-step semantics using the measure monad M (X), whose
type constructor is defined as
M (X) def
= (X → [0, 1]) → [0, 1]
and whose operators unit and bind are defined as
unit : X → M (X) def
= λx. λf. f x
bind : M (X) → (X → M (Y )) → M (Y )
def
= λµ. λM. λf. µ(λ x. M x f )
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(nil, m, [ ])
(nil, m, (x, e, c, l) :: F )
(x ← p(~e); c, m, F )
(if e then c1 else c2 ; c, m, F )
(if e then c1 else c2 ; c, m, F )
(while e do c; c0 , m, F )
(while e do c; c0 , m, F )
(x ← e; c, m, F )
$ d; c, m, F )
(x ←
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(nil, m, [ ])
(c, (l, m.glob){[[e]] m/x}, F )
(E(p).body, (∅{[[~e]] m/E(p).params}, m.glob), (x, E(p).re, c, m.loc) :: F )
(c1 ; c, m, F )
if [[e]] m = true
(c2 ; c, m, F )
if [[e]] m = false
0
(c; while e do c; c , m, F )
if [[e]] m = true
(c0 , m, F )
if [[e]] m = false

unit (c, m{[[e]] m/x}, F )
bind ([[d]] m)(λv. unit (c, m{v/x}, F ))

Figure 2.1 – Probabilistic semantics of pWhile programs
The monad M (X) was proposed by Audebaud and Paulin [38] as a variant of the expectation
monad used by Ramsey and Pfeffer [77], and builds on earlier work by Kozen [74]. The formalization
of the semantics heavily relies on Paulin’s axiomatization in Coq of the [0, 1] real interval—for our
purposes, it has been necessary to add division to the library.
The semantics of commands and expressions are defined relative to a given memory, i.e. a
mapping from variables to values. We let M denote the set of memories. Expressions are deterministic ; their semantics is standard and given by a function [[·]]expr , that evaluates an expression in a
given memory and returns a value. The semantics of distribution expressions is given by a function
[[·]]distr . For a distribution expression d of type T , we have that [[d]]distr : M → M (X), where X is
the interpretation of type T . For instance, in the previous subsection we have used {0, 1}η to denote the uniform distribution
on bitstrings of length η (the security parameter), formally, we have
P
1
[[{0, 1}η ]]distr def
= λm f.
bs∈{0,1}η 2η f (bs). Thanks to dependent types, the semantics of expressions and distribution expressions is total. In the following, and whenever there is no confusion,
we will drop the subscripts in [[·]]expr and [[·]]distr .
The semantics of commands relates a deterministic state to a (sub-)probability distribution over
deterministic states and uses a frame stack to deal with procedure calls. Formally, a deterministic
state is a triple consisting of the current command c : C, a memory m : M, and a frame stack
F : list frame. We let S denote the set of deterministic states. One step execution [[·]]1 : S → M (S)
is defined by the rules of Fig. 2.1. In the figure, we use a
b as a notation for [[a]]1 = b and loc
and glob to project memories on local and global variables respectively.
We briefly comment on the transition rules for calling a procedure (3rd rule) and returning from
a call (2nd rule). Upon a call, a new frame is appended to the stack, containing the destination
variable, the return expression of the called procedure, the continuation to the call, and the local
memory of the caller. The state resulting from the call contains the body of the called procedure,
the global part of the memory, a local memory initialized to map the formal parameters to the
value of the actual parameters just before the call, and the updated stack. When returning from a
call with a non-empty stack, the top frame is popped, the return expression is evaluated and the
resulting value is assigned to the destination variable after previously restoring the local memory
of the caller ; the continuation taken from the frame becomes the current command. If the stack
is empty when returning from a call, the execution of the program terminates and the final state
is embedded into the monad using the unit operator.
Using the monadic constructions, one can define an n-step execution function [[·]]n :
[[s]]0 def
= unit s

[[s]]n+1 def
= bind [[s]]n [[·]]1

Finally, the denotation of a command c in an initial memory m is defined to be the (limit)
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distribution of reachable final memories :
[[c]] m : M (M) def
= λf. sup {[[(c, m, [ ])]]n f |final | n ∈ N}
where f |final : S → [0, 1] is the function that when applied to a state (c, m, F ) gives f (m) if it is a
final state and 0 otherwise. Since the sequence [[(c, m, [ ])]]n f |final is increasing and upper bounded
by 1, this least upper bound always exists and corresponds to the limit of the sequence.
Computing probabilities The advantage of using this monadic semantics is that, if we use an
arbitrary function as a continuation to the denotation of a program, what we get (for free) as a
result is its expected value w.r.t. the distribution of final memories. In particular, we can compute
the probability of an event A in the distribution obtained after executing a command c in an initial
memory m by measuring its characteristic function 11A : Pr c, mA def
= [[c]] m 11A . For instance, one
$ [0..1]; y $ [0..1] in the memory m is
can verify that the denotation of x ←
←
λf. 41 (f (m{0, 0/x, y}) + f (m{0, 1/x, y})
+f (m{1, 0/x, y}) + f (m{1, 1/x, y}))
and conclude that the probability of the event x ≤ y after executing the command above is 43 .
Probabilistic polynomial-time programs
In general, cryptographic proofs reason about effective adversaries, which can only use a polynomially bounded number of resources. The complexity notion that captures this intuition, and
which is pervasive in cryptographic proofs, is that of strict probabilistic polynomial-time. Concretely, a program is said to be strict probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) whenever there exists a
polynomial bound (on some security parameter η) on the cost of each possible execution, regardless of the outcome of its coin tosses. Otherwise said, a probabilistic program is PPT whenever
the same program, seen as a non-deterministic program, terminates and the cost of each possible
run is bounded by a polynomial.
Termination and efficiency are orthogonal. Consider, for instance, the following two programs :
$ {0, 1}
b ← true; while b do b ←

b ← {0, 1}; if b then while true do nil
$

The former terminates with probability 1 (it terminates within n iterations with probability 1 −
2−n ), but may take an arbitrarily large number of iterations to terminate. The latter terminates
with probability 12 , but when it does, it takes only a constant time. We deal with termination and
efficiency separately.
Definition 2 (Termination). The probability that a program c terminates starting from an initial
memory m is [[c]] m 11true . We say that a program c is absolutely terminating, and note it Lossless(c),
iff it terminates with probability 1 in any initial memory.
To deal with efficiency, we non-intrusively instrument the semantics of our language to compute
the cost of running a program. The instrumented semantics ranges over M (M × N) instead of
simply M (M). We recall that our semantics is implicitly parametrized by a security parameter η,
on which we base our notion of complexity.
Definition 3 (Polynomially bounded distribution). We say that a distribution µ : M (M × N) is
(p, q)-bounded, where p and q are polynomials, whenever for every (m, n) occurring with non-zero
probability in µ, the size of every value in the memory m is bounded by p(η) and the cost n is
bounded by q(η).
Definition 4 (Strict probabilistic polynomial-time program). A program c is strict probabilistic
polynomial-time (PPT) iff it terminates absolutely, and there exist polynomial transformers F, G
such that for every (p, q)-bounded distribution µ, the distribution (bind µ [[c]]) is (F (p), q + G(p))bounded.
8
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We can recover some intuition by taking µ = unit (m, 0) in the above definition. In this case,
we may paraphrase the condition as follows : if the size of values in m is bounded by some
polynomial p, and an execution of the program in m terminates with non-zero probability in
memory m0 , then the size of values in m0 is bounded by the polynomial F (p), and the cost of
the execution is bounded by the polynomial G(p). It is in this latter polynomial that bounds the
cost of executing the program that we are ultimately interested. The increased complexity in the
definition is required for proving compositionality results (e.g. the sequential composition of two
PPT programs results in a PPT program).
Although our formalizations of termination and efficiency rely on semantic definitions, it is not
necessary for users to reason directly about the semantics of a program to prove it meets those
definitions. CertiCrypt implements a certified algorithm showing that every program without loops
and recursive calls is lossless. 1 CertiCrypt also provides another algorithm that, together with the
first, establishes that a program is PPT provided that, additionally, the program does not contain
expressions that might generate values of superpolynomial size or take a superpolynomial time
when evaluated in a polynomially bounded memory.

2.2

WP 2

This work packages focuses on the design of a proof environment for security programs. There
are two approaches to the computer-aided verification of cryptographic systems, more precisely
security protocols. The indirect approach is based the combination of symbolic verification also
called Dolev-Yao) of protocols with so-called correspondence theorems. Such theorems establish
soundness of the symbolic framework with respect to the computational. The symbolic framework
idealizes the cryptographic primitives and defines attacks as sequences of a fixed set of operations.
On the opposite, the direct approach is based on the computational frameworks, where cryptographic primitives and attacks are probabilistic poly-time computations. While in the symbolic
approach correctness of a protocol corresponds to the non-existence of an attack, in the computational framework one is interested in the probability of feasible attacks. The book [33] to which
we contributed with a chapter [53] is a comprehensive survey.
The partners of the Scalp project developed three complementary approaches to computational
security proofs that we briefly discuss in the remaining of this section.

2.2.1

The Computational Indistinguishability Logic - CIL

Computational Indistinguishability Logic (CIL) [36, 62] is a logic that supports concise and
intuitive proofs across several models of cryptography. Its starting point is the notion of oracle
system, an abstract model of interactive games in which adaptive adversaries play against a cryptographic scheme by interacting with oracles. Oracle systems are inspired by probabilistic process
algebra, but do not commit to a particular model or syntax. As a result, they provide a unified
foundation for cryptographic games, can be formalized neatly in a proof assistant, and capture
both the standard model and idealized models such as the random oracle model or ideal ciphertext
model. Moreover, oracle systems provide a unifying semantics for the different languages used in
practical tools for cryptographic proofs.
CIL features a small set of rules that capture common reasoning patterns, e.g. simulations
and reductions steps. The soundness of these rules may be established using (mild variants of)
concepts that are well understood by the programming language and concurrency communities,
such as contexts and bisimulations. Moreover, CIL features interface rules to connect with external
reasoning. The use of external reasoning offers a number of advantages. First of all, it enforces a
separation between proof steps which are purely logical or information-theoretic from those which
directly involve (reduction-based) security. Secondly, it allows a presentation of the proof system
1. It is of course a weak result in terms of termination of probabilistic programs, but nevertheless sufficient
as regards cryptographic applications. Extending our formalization to a certified termination analysis for loops is
interesting, but orthogonal to our main goals, and left for future work.
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which does not commit to a particular syntactic representation for oracle systems – rules specific
to a particular representation may be introduced as ”plug-ins” to the rules as presented. Thus,
rules for establishing external premises are not considered as part of CIL. Instead, existing proof
techniques, including automated techniques, are used to establish external premises.
CIL has been formalized using the theorem prover Coq. In [55, 41], we report on this formalization as well as on an application of CIL to a leakage-resilient key exchange protocol.
In order to enhance the level of automation when using CIL and its formalization, we developed
automated verification procedures for asymmetric encryption [57], block cipher modes [65, 66] and
MACs.

2.2.2

Certicrypt

CertiCrypt is a framework to construct machine-checked code-based security proofs in the Coq
proof assistant [82], supporting :
Faithful and rigorous encoding of games. In order to be readily accessible to cryptographers, we
have chosen a formalism that is commonly used to describe games. Concretely, the lowest
layer of CertiCrypt is the formalization of pWhile, an imperative programming language
with random assignments, structured datatypes, and procedure calls. We provide a deep
and dependently-typed embedding of the syntax ; thanks to dependent types, the typability
of pWhile programs is obtained for free. We also provide a small-step operational semantics
using the measure monad of Audebaud and Paulin [37]. The semantics is instrumented to
calculate the cost of running programs ; this offers the means to define complexity classes,
and in particular to define formally the notion of effective (probabilistic polynomial-time)
adversary. In addition, we also model nonstandard features, such as policies on variable
accesses and procedure calls, and use them to capture many assumptions left informal in
cryptographic proofs.
Exact security. Many security proofs establish an asymptotic behavior for adversaries and show
that the advantage of any effective adversary is negligible w.r.t. a security parameter (which
typically determines the length of keys or messages). However, the cryptographic community
is increasingly focused on exact security, a much more useful result since it gives hints as
to how to choose system parameters in practice to satisfy a security guarantee. The goal of
exact security is to provide concrete bounds both for the advantage of the adversary and for
its execution time. CertiCrypt supports the former (but for the time being, not the latter).
Full and independently verifiable proofs. CertiCrypt adopts a formal semanticist perspective and
goes beyond Halevi’s vision in two respects. First, it provides a unified framework to carry out
full proofs ; all intermediate steps of reasoning can be justified formally, including complex
side conditions that justify the correctness of transformations (about probabilities, groups,
polynomials, etc). Second, one notable feature of Coq, and thus CertiCrypt, is to support independent verifiability of proofs, which is an important motivation behind game-based proofs.
More concretely, every proof is represented by a proof object, that can be checked automatically by a (small and trustworthy) proof checking engine. In order to trust a cryptographic
proof, one only needs to check its statement, and not its details.
Powerful and automated reasoning methods. CertiCrypt formalizes a Relational Hoare Logic and
a theory of observational equivalence, and uses them as stepping stones to support the main
tools of code-based reasoning through certified, reflective tactics. In particular, CertiCrypt
shows that many transformations used in code-based proofs, including common optimizations, are semantics-preserving. One of its specific contributions is to prove formally the
correctness of a variant of lazy sampling, which is used ubiquitously in cryptographic proofs.
In addition, CertiCrypt supports methods based on failure events (the so-called fundamental
lemma of game-playing).
CertiCrypt has been extended in [49, 50] to deal with differential privacy.
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Easycrypt

EasyCrypt [43] is an automated tool that builds machine-checked proofs from proof sketches,
which offer a machine-processable representation of the essence of a security proof. We argue that
EasyCrypt is significantly easier to use than previous tools, making an important step towards the
adoption of computer-aided security proofs by working cryptographers and hence towards fulfilling
Halevi’s programme. To substantiate our claim, we present computer-aided proofs of security of
Hashed ElGamal encryption and the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem.
EasyCrypt adopts the principled approach mandated by CertiCrypt to conduct game-based
proofs and imposes a clear separation between program verification and information-theoretic
reasoning. Transitions between games are justified in two steps : first, one proves logical relations between the games using probabilistic Relational Hoare Logic (pRHL) ; second, one applies
information-theoretic reasoning to derive claims about the probability of events from pRHL judgments. We provide for each step highly effective mechanisms that build upon a combination of
off-the-shelf and purpose-specific tools. Specifically, EasyCrypt implements an automated procedure
that computes for any pRHL judgment a set of sufficient conditions for its validity, known as verification conditions. The outstanding feature of this procedure, and the key to the effectiveness of
EasyCrypt, is that verification conditions are expressed in the language of first-order logic, without
any mention of probability, and can be discharged automatically by state-of-the-art tools such as
SMT solvers and theorem provers. The verification condition generator is proof-producing, in the
sense that it generates Coq files that can be machine-checked using the CertiCrypt framework. Moreover, the connection to CertiCrypt makes it possible to benefit from the expressivity and flexibility
of a general-purpose proof assistant for advanced verification goals that fall out of the scope of
automated techniques. Additionally, EasyCrypt implements an automated mechanism for proving
claims about probability. The mechanism combines some elementary rules to compute (bounds
on) probabilities of events—e.g. the probability of a uniformly sampled element to belong to a
list—with rules to derive (in)equalities between probabilities of events in games from judgments
in pRHL. The combination of these tools with other more mundane features such as decisions
procedurs [40] makes EasyCrypt a plausible candidate for adoption by working cryptographers.

2.3

WP 3

This work package focuses on proofs of protocols and construction of cryptographic primitives.
The applicability of the approaches presented in WP2 have been applied to several constructons
and security protocols including signature schemes, hash constructions, asymmetric encryptions
schemes, cipher block modes,zero-knowledge proofs and security protols [57, 42, 46, 52, 39, 58, 66,
41, 55, 45, 56, 62, 51].

2.4

WP 4

This work package focuses on Computational flow of information.
The notion of non-interference has been introduced in [67], with the aim of capturing unwanted
information flow in programs. Non-interference assumes a separation between secret (high, private)
variables and public (low) variables and requires that executing the program in two initial states
that coincide on the public variables leads to final states that coincide on the public variables. In
Dennings’ seminal paper [63], an expression is classified H if it contains a secret variable ; otherwise,
it is classified L. The paper introduces two basic principles to avoid information flow : first, to
prevent explicit flow, a H expression may not be assigned to a L variable ; second, to prevent
implicit flows, an H guarded conditional or loop may not affect L variables. Later, Volpano,
Smith, and Irvine [84] casted these principles as a type system and showed that they suffice to
ensure non-interference. Since this early work, information flow analysis has been extended to deal
with other issues such as nontermination, concurrency, nondeterminism, and exceptions ; see [78]
for a survey. In many applications, however, it is desirable to allow information to flow from
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secret to public variables in a controlled way. This is called declassification in the literature. In a
useful survey, Sabelfeld & Sands [79] classify declassification techniques according to the following
dimensions : ”what”, ”who”, ”where” and ”when”.
In [59], we are interested in cryptography-based declassification, where encrypted secret data
can be published without leaking information about the secrets. The non-interference setting has
been extended in [83] to cope with one-way functions and in [75, 76, 80] to cope with probabilistic encryption. We consider length-preserving deterministic encryption, i.e., block ciphers. These
are widely used in practice (DES, AES, Idea, etc.). Non-interference type systems developed for
probabilistic encryption are not applicable for deterministic encryption. To illustrate some of the
subtleties of deterministic encryption, let us consider the following examples where l, l0 , l00 are
public variables and h, h0 are secret variables, νl assigns a value sampled from the uniform distribution to the variable l, + is a bijective operator and Enc(k, e) denotes the encryption of e
with the symmetric key k. We assume that the encryption function Enc(k, ·) is a pseudo-random
permutation.
1. A simple program is the following : l := Enc(k, h); l0 := Enc(k, h0 ). The equality Enc(k, h) =
Enc(k, h0 ) is almost never true in case of probabilistic encryption, independently whether
h = h0 . Hence, this program does not leak information in case of probabilistic encryption.
This is not true in the case of deterministic encryption as we have h = h0 if and only if
l = l0 at program termination. Indeed, deterministic encryption is not repetition concealing
in contrast to probabilistic encryption. Consider now, the program νl; l0 := Enc(k, l + h),
where the value of l is randomly sampled. It does not leak information, even if the attacker
is given the value of l. Yet, we have to be careful concerning how the value of l is used. Indeed,
the execution of the command l00 := Enc(k, l + h0 ) at the end of this program would leak
information. However, the following slightly modified program : νl; l0 := Enc(k, l + h); l00 :=
Enc(k, l0 + h0 ) does not leak information. Notice that this version corresponds to a simplified
block encryption, using the CBC mode : (l, l0 , l00 ) can be seen as the cipher text obtained by
encrypting the secret (h, h0 ).
2. Consider now the program : if Enc(k, h) = Enc(k, h0 ) then l := 0; else l := 1; fi . Again
this program does not leak information in case of probabilistic encryption. But it does
in the deterministic case, for we have : l = 0 at the end of the program iff Enc(k, h) =
Enc(k, h0 ) iff h = h0 . The equality Enc(k, h) = Enc(k, h0 ) is almost never true in case of
probabilistic encryption. Thus, while equalities are hidden by probabilistic encryption, they
are preserved by deterministic encryption. In other words, deterministic encryption is not
repetition concealing in contrast to probabilistic encryption.
3. Consider now the following program : l := νr; Enc(k, h + r); l0 := Enc(k, h0 + r). Again we
can infer h = h0 from l = l0 since the same random value r is used in the second encryption.

2.4.1

Contributions

We design a type system for information flow for an imperative language that includes block
ciphers and show its soundness under the assumption that the encryption scheme is a pseudorandom permutation. Our soundness proof is carried in the concrete (exact) security framework
that aims at providing concrete estimates about the security of the considered system.
This is to our knowledge the first time that a type system for non-interference is proven correct
in the concrete security framework. One can distinguish three security proof settings : first, the
symbolic setting, also called formal and Dolev-Yao, where cryptographic primitives are operators
on formal expressions (terms) and security proofs are reachability or observational equivalence
proofs ; second, the computational setting where cryptographic primitives are algorithms and security proofs are asymptotic based on poly-time reductions ; third, the concrete security setting
where proofs are also by reduction but no asymptotics are involved and reductions are as efficient
as possible.
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WP 5

This work package focuses on Watermarking algorithms [60].
Watermarking consists in embedding some information inside a document in a robust and
usually imperceptible way. It is notably used in digital property claims : a content owner may mark
a document before its release, in order to be able to recognize copies of it and claim ownership. Of
course, this cannot be done in a reliable and convincing way unless properties of the watermarking
scheme have been solidly established.
A wide literature is dedicated to techniques for marking sound, still images and videos [61]
that are robust against common transformations such as scaling, resampling, cropping, etc. This
is achieved by using meaningful notions of distance and performing watermarking in an adequate
space, such as frequency spectrums. One may also consider documents as unstructured bit strings,
and measure distortions using the Hamming distance, i.e., the number of positions where bits differ.
In this setting, simple watermarking techniques may be used. The bit-flipping scheme involves a
secret mask K which is a bitstring of the same length as the original document that is to be
marked. Marking a document O (called support in this context) is done by changing the value of
bits at positions set in K — we say a position is set when the corresponding bit is 1. This can
be expressed as a bitwise xor : mark(K, O) = O ⊕ K. The induced distortion is the number k of
bits set in K ; this quantity is typically chosen to be a small fraction of the size of the support,
and its value is assumed to be public. Detection of suspect copies O0 , written detect(O, K, O0 ),
is done by counting the number of positions set in K where O and O0 differ — in other words,
the number of positions set in K where O0 coincides with mark(K, O). If that number exceeds
a predefined threshold, the suspect document O0 is claimed to be a copy of mark(K, O). The
idea behind this scheme is that an attacker who does not know K has little chance of changing
enough bits for evading detection unless it also distorts the document so much that it renders it
worthless. A variant of this technique is substitution watermarking where, instead of flipping bits
at chosen positions in the original support, a secret message is used as a substitution for those
bits. It is important to point out that although working with unstructured bitstrings is idealized,
it has practical counterparts. For instance, the Agrawal, Haas and Kiernan’s method [35] for
watermarking numerical databases hides a mark by applying a substitution to least significant
bits, and quality measurement is proportional to the Hamming distance.
Watermarked documents may be subject to attacks by malevolent users. A protocol is said to
be robust against a particular attack if the mark can still be detected with high probability in
copies modified by this attack. As observed above, it is useless to consider attacks that introduce
excessive distortion : though such attacks are usually easy, they result in valueless data. Numerous
attack scenarios can be envisioned, and it is impossible to test them all one by one. Nevertheless,
we expect a protocol to be provably robust, i.e., robust against any attack. Provable security for
watermarking is difficult to achieve, and there is currently little work in that direction. One reason
for this is that watermarking protocols may be attacked at various levels, sometimes independently
of the nature of documents and the marking algorithms. For example, in the context of digital
property, someone may apply his own mark to marked data in order to claim ownership. To resolve
such issues, authorities have to be introduced. To address such issues separately, Hopper, Molnar
and Wagner [70] have introduced a distinction between strong watermarking schemes and nonremovable embeddings. The former refers to the general protocol used to claim ownership, while
the latter is the core technique for marking documents, consisting of a marking and a detection
algorithms. Using cryptography and trusted third parties, they have formally proved (on paper)
that strong watermarking protocols, robust against arbitrary attackers, can be derived from nonremovable embeddings. However, they did not address the robustness of particular embedding
techniques, which depends on the kind of document that is considered. More generally, there
is surprisingly little literature on robustness against arbitrary attackers, even in the idealized
setting of bitstring algorithms. The problem has been identified, and several authors have proposed
definitions and methodologies [34, 72], but they did not provide proofs of their results even for
simple schemes. To the best of our knowledge, the only such proof has been carried out in the
context of graph watermarking [73]. This proof relies on complex assumptions, concerning in
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particular the limited knowledge of the attacker, which may be hard to formalise. In contrast, our
approach is very elementary, relying on a clear modelisation and basic combinatorics. We also note
that, although a central piece in that proof of robustness for graphs is the (proved) robustness of
a technique for marking integer vectors, this latter technique is not suitable for marking bitstrings
under the Hamming distance, since it applies a modification to each component of the vector —
which also eases considerably the robustness argument.
In Scalp, we make two important steps towards provably secure watermarking protocols. First,
we present a new proof of robustness against arbitrary attackers, which applies to bit-flipping and
substitution watermarking for bitstrings. The key idea here is an efficient reduction of robustness
to secrecy of the key K, which is used to obtain a tight enough bound on the probability of
successful attacks. Second, we have fully formalized these proofs using the Coq proof assistant
and the Alea library for reasoning about probabilities and probabilistic programs. Therefore, we
provide a solid methodology for further work in the area. The formalization of our work is also
interesting in that it involves aspects such as knowledge and probabilistic algorithms which are
challenging for the formal methods community. There are indeed few significant formalisations
of randomised programs, although this field is receiving increasing attention [38, 69, 71]. Our
work is most closely related to the CertiCrypt framework for formalizing proofs of cryptographic
protocols. Those proofs proceed by reducing cryptographic games to simpler ones corresponding to
mathematical assumptions on cryptographic primitives. As we shall see, our work on watermarking
does not necessitate a model as complex as the one used in CertiCrypt. But the main difference
lies in the nature of our proofs : while our argument also revolves around a reduction, it does not
rely as heavily on program transformations but instead on concrete computations on bitstrings.
The end result is also quite different : our proof is self-contained and does not rely on assumptions
about complex mathematical primitives. Therefore, our Coq development provides an interesting
case study for Alea, showing how elements of computational information theory may be carried
out in that framework.
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Chapitre 3

Events
3.0.1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Meetings

2007/09/18, ProVal-LRI, Orsay, kickoff meeting.
2008/01/07, DCS-Verimag, Grenoble, first official meeting. (Full session)
2008/04/03, EVEREST-Inria, Sophia-Antipolis. (Full session)
2008/06/13, Plume-LIP, Lyon. (Full session)
2009/02/13, Cnam.
2009/05/28+29, IMDEA, Madrid with participation of Imdea members. (Full session)
2009/06/12, ProVal-LRI.
2009/06/16, Cnam.
2009/09/10, Cnam.
2009/10/14, Orsay (Work meeting)
2009/11/27, ENS Lyon. (Full session)
2010/5/25+26, IMDEA, Madrid with participation of Imdea members. (Full session)
2010/12/9, Cnam.
2011/11/13, Grenoble.
Weekly meetings between CNAM and Orsay members (Work meeting).
Several visits of G. Barthe to Verimag and of Y. Lakhnech to IMDEA, Madrid.

3.0.2

Research dissemination

– Organisation of Computer-Aided Security, december 2011, Grenoble.
– Organisation of VETO, Workshop on Computer Science Security and Electronic Vote
– Organisation of MITACS, French-Canadian Workshop on Foundation and Practice of Security
– Presentation of Certicrypt at EJCP 2009 summer school and Summer School on Provable
Security(Barcelona).
– invited paper : Essays in Honour of Willem-Paul de Roever.
– PLPV 2010 invited talk on CertiCrypt
– CoSyProofs course on CertiCrypt
– CoSyProofs presentations 2009 and 2010.
– Sylvain Heraud (Everest) visited AIST (Japan) for two months, working on machine check
cryptographic proof.
– Foundations and Practice of Security 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011.

3.0.3

Defended Ph.D. theses

– Santiago Zanella Béguelin, december 10th, 2010.
– Marion Daubognard, december 12th 2011.
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– Sylvain Heraud, march 12th 2012.
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